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CALENDAR·
Winter Term, 1899
. January 3, Tuesday ................................. .................. . ...... Term begins
February 22, Wednesday . . . . . ~ ......................... .-.. W a shington ' s Birthday
March 20, Monday ......................................................... End of Term

Spring Term, 1899

·

March 21, Tuesday .. ................ . .......................... . ....... ~: .... T~rm begins
May 18-22, Thµrsday,Friday, and Monday·.. . ..................... Examinations
May 21, Sund_ay ................... . ............................. Baccalaureate Sermon
M~Tuesday ............................................... An~ua l Trustees'- Meeting

~

''

''

·····:·······················••&••.•········

Commence~ent Co:ricert·
''
''
''
. ...... ...•...........•............. : ............ ·P resident's Reception
May 24, Wednesday .........-........................................... . Com.menc
''
''
''
......• ........ .- .... ....................... . ....... Alumni Dinner
·May_. 25, Thursday ................... . . ................... Summer yacation begins

emen

1899=1900
·Fall Term, 1899
October 4, ·Wednesday ................................................... Co.l lege opens
No.vember 30, Thursday ............ ······••u•• .................. Thanksgh·ing Day
December 23, Saturday ............................... ;~. Christmas Vacatioµ be~s

Winter. Term, . 1900
j an uary 3, Wednesday.................. . . . . . . . . ....................... : .. :Term begins
February 22, Thursday ..................................•. Washington' s Birt~day ·
March 23, Friday ................................·............ . .. ..... _- ....... End of te.rm.·

S .p ring Term, 1900 ·:
l\!arch 26, Monday ............. : .......·~.... ~ ..................... ;: . . .. :~ .·.. Term begins
1\-Iay 18-22, Friday, Monday, and Tuesday ...................... : .. Examinations
May 20, Sunday ..................................... . ............._.Bacci;l.laureate Sermon
May 23, Wednesday ........................................ Annua~ Trustees' Meeting
''
''
''
......................... ..... . , .«••··········Commencem~t Concert .
''
~,
_"
· . ·.... : .............................. ............ President's Reception
May 24, Thursday ............... ~ ................................... ~ ... Commencement
''
''
''
...................... ~ .......................·. .. ~ ...... Alum~i Dinner
May 25, Friday .............. ~: .....•......................... Summer Vacation begins
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Rollins College was founded under a special charter from .
the State of Florida in 1885, and was opened for the _admission
of- students during the same year. . Its object, as expressed in' its charter, was to establish and forever to maintain an insti..: .
tution of · Christian learnitig, to promote the general interests
of education, to qualify its students to engage in~the l~rned
professions or other employments of society, and to discharge
honorably and usefully the various duties of life.
·
The college ls . in Winter · Park. This town is. situate4
four miles north of Orlando, · the county seat of Orange county.
It- is on the . Plant System and Florida Central & Peninsular
railways, ~nd is easily accessible to all parts· of the state. The
town is in the '' high pine ', region and is surrounded by beauti-.
ful spring-fed lakes. From the shores of these lakes the land.
rises to -a considerable height, furnishing perfect drainage
and providing most desirable sites for building. The towu is
noted for _its general healthfulness and is especially free from
malarial diseases.
Winter Park was designed by its found~rs to be a center·
of educat~onal influence. This purpose has been steadily kept
in view, and has made the town a resort for cultivated atld
intelligent people. It has ready _access to the ·comme~cial ·
world, btit is sufficiently removed to afford an agreeable ·retirement. The college campus is in the southern part of the town.
It consists of twenty acres _upon the :northwest shore of Lake
Virginia, and is ·situated at an elevation which affords a com.:..
mantling view. of the1ake and surrounding country.
There are now six buildings on the college campus :
Knowles Hall, containing the recitation rooms, cltapel, and
museum; Pinehurst, containing the library and offices .on the
ground floor and rooms for yon_n g men on the upper floor~,
with an annex which is used for the Business Courses ; the
Dining Hall, together with the chemical and physical labora-._· tories ; Lyman Gymnasium., which also contains·. a large
, hall for exhibition purposes, -piano practice ·rooms, and ~he art
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studio; Lakeside, a dormitory for young men; and Cloverleaf• ·
a dormitory for young women.
The dormitories, besides the sleeping apartments, have
reception rooms and spacious verandas. They are under the
supervision of memb~rs of the faculty or matrons~ In all three
bu-ildings the rooms are arranged for s£ng-le occupants.
The library has a well selected · collection of books, to
which additions are made every year. It is well supplied
with encycl9pedias, dictionaries, indexes, and other works
most use-ful in the study of special topics. · Furthermore, there
is a well equipped free public library and reading room in the
town.
.
The chemical and physical laboratories were recently
moved into new quarters, and have received a considerable
increase of apparatus. The laboratories are now well equipped
for experimental worlc in the biological and physical s~ences.
The museum occupies a room in Knowles Hall and
duri~g term ti11:1e is open daily to students and the public. A .
special feature of the museum is its valuable collection· of ·
geological specimens.
.
_
There is no handsomer .or better equipped gymnasium inthe South than the Lyman Gymnasium. It is provided with
the most approved appliances for both light and heavy gymnastics. All students are expected to take regular w~rk i~
the gymnasium under the direction of the instructors. A
medical exan1iner directs what exercises should be taken.
The college is Christian in characte:-, but not sectarian.
Parents may seltct the church which they desire their children
to attend. In the matter of discipline, the object is to secui;e
improvement of time. The regulations are such as earnest
students would impose upon themselves in order to se~ure the
greatest benefit to themselves and to their fellow students.
COURSES OF .STUDY

The institution offers the following courses of study :
I.
College Courses : Four years.
II.
Preparatory Courses :· Fiv~ ye~rs.
III. Musical Courses. ·
IV. Art Courses.
V.
Courses for Teachers.
VI. Special Courses for Cubans.
VII. Business Courses.
VIII. Grammar School Courses.

TRUSTEES
R.~V. GEORGE M.
w. C. COMSTOCK,

,vinter Park
Chicago, ·111.
St. Augustine
Chicago, Ill.
New York
Minneapolis, Minn•
J acksonyille
Winter Park
New York
Orlando
Tampa
Ormon~ Daytona

WARD, PRRSIDE~T,

REV. J. N~ MACG0NIGLE,
Gao. A. ROLLlN~,

L- F.
F.

DOMMERICH,

w.

LYMAN,

REV. S. F. GALE,

H ..

s

CHUBB,

LESLIE PELL-CLARKE,

W.R.

O'NEAL,

RI:tv. E. P. -HE"ilRICK,
CAPT H. B. SHAW,
- Ri:tv. C. M. BrNGHAM ,

Lake Helen
l\Iarshfield, Ma~s.
Melbourne
Jacksonville
Interlachen

R.l?V. MASON NOBLE,

REV.

E. P.

E. ~.

BRANCH,

HOOKER,

CHARLES H. SMITH
REV.

R.]Jv.

F. E.

'1V. D. BROWN,
H. MARTIN,

J.

Miami
Scranton, Pa.
L~keland
Bost on, Ma s.

NETTI.,ETO"N,

REV. C. E. JONES ,

G~o. D.

RAND,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

c:·

REV.

GEORGE 1\1. WARD

W.
COMSTOCK_
H. S. CHUBB

W. R. O'NE.~L
S. F. GALE

SECRET ARY AND TREASURER
W. ll. O'NEAL, Orlando

FACULTY
.
.

.

REV. GEORGE ?v'CORGAN W:ARP, A.¥., LL. B.;B. D._,
President. and Professor of Economics and Law .

. R .E V. OLIVER CROMWELL M9RSE, A. ,.B ..,
Vice-President and Professor o.f Bible .Study and Et.hies.-

ELIJAH CLARENC.E HILLS, A . . B . ,
Dean of the Faculty and Professor of Modern Languages.

JOH.N l-IOW ARD FORD, A. M., .
Professor of Greek, and Instructor in Logic and Psychology.

·THOMAS _R AKESTRAW BAKER) Ph .. _D .,
Professor of Natural Science.

SUSAN LONGWELL, A. B.,
Professor of English.

FRANCES ELLEN LORD , ·
Professor of I.,atin.

CAROLINE HILLS ·ABBOTT,
Director o.f Years I, and II. Preparatory School.

,,,,.-.

ALIC~ ELLEN GUILD ,
Director. of the School of Al't.

ANITA RICHARDSON BIBBINS,
Direc or of the School of Music.

EVALIN·E SARAH LAMSON ,
¼ibrarian.

RUTH CURLET FOR:Q, A. B., ~. Instructor in Ma:the1:natics.

·.. _,
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CLARA. LOUISE GUILD, A. M.,
Instructor in the Gram.D1ar School.

-

EMILY GERTRUDE PELTON,

Instructor in the Preparatory School, and in Physical Culture.

LAURA MAY WALK.ER,

.,

Instructor in Music. -

MARY SOPHIA PIPER, A -. B.,
Instructor in the Courses for Teachers, and in the Special Courses for Cubans- -

ROBERT BENEDICT,
I

Instructor in the Courses for Teachers, arid in the Special Cour~ f-or Cubans.

LOUIS ATWATE"R LYMAN,
Instructor in th:e Business School.

ROBERT VREELANDT CLARK,
Instructor in the Business School.-

SUSAN TYLER GLADWIN,
Assistant Librarian-.

SPECIAL LECTURERS FOR 1899-1900
BISHOP H. B. WHIPPLE

REV. F. M. SPRAGUE

REV. J.

N. MAcGONIGLE

THEODORE L. MEAD

MISS JULIA E. WARD. Ex-PiutSIDltNT MT.
-

.

·GEO. D. RAND
WM. H. JEWELL

E. P. BRANCH

HOLVOKS

ROLLINS COLLEGE

OTHE~ OFFICERS

W. R .. O'NEAL,
Treasurer.

M. A. HENK.EL, M. D ~,
Medical Examiner.

.

NATHALIE LORD,
Secretary of the Faculty .

EVALINE S. LAMSON,
In charge of Cloverleaf Cottage.

_ALICE M. MERRILL,
In charge of Dining Hall.

ELLEN. WHITE.
In charge of Lakeside Cottage.

WILLIAM

J. INGRAHAM,

In charge of Buildings and Grounds.

9

.

.

ROLLINS COLLEGE
Instruction
The courses of instruction offered by the College are
arrangeq. to meet the needs of young men and women, whether
they ta.ke a full course of study leading to the degree of Bach.:.
elor of A.rts, or do special work.. As a limited elective system
has been adopted in the College, great stress is laid upon
special work, and no one is admitted to the degree who has
not devoted a considerable part of his undergraduate work to
some special field. This rule is enforced ·in the belief that .
inasmuch _as the primary object of education is the acquiremeµt of habits of thorough, systematic mental work, it is
better to know a few subjects well than to acquire a smattering
of many.
·
.
GENERAL
The requirements for the degree of Bach-COURSES elor of Arts are divided into four parts :
.
General, Special, Thesis, and ~dditional Ele·c _t- ·
ives. The general work is required of all candidates for the
degree, - and includes courses in _E conomics and Law, Philosophy, Modern Languages, English,Histor_y, Natural Sciences,
and Mathematics.
·
SPECIAL
The special work is in groups, one of which
·· GROUPS must.be seJe~ted by the student and at least. a
certain m1n1mum of work must be done 1n
the group selected. There are no restrictions whatever on the
selections of groups ; but the work within the group must be
taken in the order prescribed by the professors in charge of
the departments. This requirement aims to ensure systematic
work. As a rule it will be best for the student to select his
group at the beginning of his college course and devote to it a
part of each of his four years.
THESIS
A written or printed thesis on some subj-ect
connected with the special group must be p~esented by the candidate for the degree and ·be accepted by the

I
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Faculty before the .degree will be granted. The the~is is ~xpected to embody the results of original investigations on the
part of the student.
·
ADDITIONAL
In addition ~o the ~ne~al and Special work
ELECTIVES and the Thesis, the. cand1dat~ foi; t~e degree
~ust further select . a sufficient number of
Electives to bring the total amount of work done up to the
requisite 180 points, i. e., fifteen recitations a week · for twelve
terms. This additional work may be taken in the student's
special group. or in any other·department or departm,e nts.
Upon the satisfactory completion _9f this work the student
will be admitted to the degree of Bachelor of Arts and bis
diploma ·will make mention of his special work.
·
·
'

.

Admission
· Graduates of Rollins and· other colleges
offering . equival~nt courses of study, are admitted to postgraduate work without examina.
tion, and ·vvill;upon the satisfactory completion
of one year's work, receive the degree of Master of Arts . .
The candidate for an advanced deo-ree is expected to do
special work which shall also be largely original.· ·
TO ADVANCED
~·1e ~pplicant for admi~ion to advanced
STANDING
SLat1?1ng 1:3- the unde~graduate gra_des must
furnish satisfactory evidence that he bas ~om-·
pleted work equi alent to that requJred . of students in
Rollins College who . are in the grade V\ hich the applicant
wishes · to enter. Testimonials fro111. the instrfictors with
·whom the ,vork . ha been done ·w ill be of . importance in
determining the applicant's · standin.g aud in deciding what
.
examinations will be necessary~ In any case students are . ...
admitted to · advanced standing in the college oµly . provisionally·, and their ultimate grade wjll depend on the quality of
work done.
Persons not candidates for the degree may
. AS SPECIAL
be ad1nitted · as special students,_ ·without exSTUDENTS amination, p~ovided they give evide~ce of
their preparation to proceed with the ·work
they ~lect and obtain the per:1ni ion of the professor with
V\rhom the work is to be taken.
TO POSTORA DUATE
WORK

L
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Those students that have satisfactorily completed the required work of . the ~ollins ..
- CCASS
Preparatory School and have received a certificate, are admitted to the Freshman class of the ·
college without examination. Other candidates for admission C.. 1) must present duly attested certificates of having done ·
in other schools work equivalent to that of the Rollins Preparatory School, or (2) must be examined in the subjects given
below.
Students entering on certificates other than those of the ·
R-ollins Preparatory School are received only provisionally, and
their stay · in the college will depend upon the work they
accomplish. Arrangements for entrance examinations may be mad~ at any time, but the candidate for admission isadvised to present himself for examination, if possible, at the ·
beginning bf the college year.
TO THE

FRESHMAN

- Entrance Requirements
(1) English, (2) Arithmetic, (3) Geography, (4) Amer- ican History, (5) Elementary Algebra, (6) Physiology and
Hygiene, (7) Plane Geometry, an~ (8) General History.
And one of the following groups : A. Latin and Greek; :
B. Latin, and ~Iodern L~nguages or Natural Sciences; C.
Modern Languages, Natural Sciences, and Advanced Math- cmatics.
A candidate may be admitted to the College even thoug~
deficient in one, or-at the most-two, of the subjects, but will
not be graduated until the deficietlCY has been removed.
For a fn11 description of the subjects to be presented for
admission,_ the candidate is referred to_the Course of Study of ·
the Rollins Preparatory School-?t~hich is practically identical
with that required for admission to the College-and to_the ·
announcements of the various Departments of Instruction,
both of which are to be found in this catalogue. .
·
In exceptional cases a candtdate for admission may, if tbe·.~aculty so consent, be permitted to substitute other work in..
place of that prescribed above in groups A, B, and C. .

.

-_c_COURSE OF STUDY ·LEA.QINO To-· -THE..
DEGREE OF - BACHE-LOI{ OF _"ART·$ · ·.
.

-

I.

•',

.General Courses
ECONOMICS AND

LAw : -

Course III. , · Economics,·
Course V. _, .Sociology, PHILOSOPHY : - ·

6 points
.3

"

.

Course I., Logic, .
Course II. , Psychology,
Course IV., Ethics,
. MODERN LANGUAGJtS : -

Courses to be elected,

5 poin~s
-

5

"

5 - ''
15 points .

. ENGLISH~-

Course III., Advanced· Rhetoric and Engl_ish
Literature,
.
9 ·points
Course VI.,, English and A:me,r icati Literature
· of the Nineteenth Century ,
HISTORY:-

Co~se II ~-, History of -England,
Course III., American His~ory,
· NATURAL

·6 points · -.
6
"

ScutNCES : -

Courses to be elected,
MATHEMATICS :

·,15 points

. -

. Course IV. , (a) So~id' Geome.t ry ,
5points
. (b) -H igh~r Algebra,
5 .. "
( c) ~rigonometry,
"
·5
BIBLE STUDY,--See Below.
· · The above courses of study amounting_ to ·99 points, or ··.
a little more than two ye~rs' · work,· are required of . all ·
· candidates for _the d~gree ...· In both the Modern 'Latiguage_s
and ·the Natural Sciences . work amounting to 1·5 points .is -re-~
quired, and the selection of courses in these two· 4epartments
•;depends on tne ~ubjects presented for adm~ssion. .
.
_.

.....

.·•

:

'
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An · equivale.it number of points in Bible Study may besubstituted for any one of the General Courses except those·
in English and Mathematics. This is· the only substitution
in the General courses that will be allowed.
Points are credited according to the number· of times a .
week a course is given during a term. Thus, 15 points
would be 15 times a week during one term, 5 times a week
during three terms, etc. An. average year's work is 45 points, .
or 15 points a term for three terms.

-

'

II.

Special 9roups
The· <;andidate for the degree must select one, or at the ·
most, two departments of instr~ction, and devote to th~m the
entire work of one year, 1. e., forty-five (45) points. The
work need not, however, be taken in any one year, but may
be divided among the entire fou~ years. Mention of the·
special group will be made in the diploma.

III.
THESIS

A written or printed Thesis on some subject connected:
with the special group and embodying the results of original
~

investigations, is requir_e d of every candidate for the degree.
The Thesis, if accepted by the Faculty, will count as the ·
equivalent of s~ (6) .points.

IV.
ADDITIONAL ELECTIVES

In addition to the General Courses, Special Group and
Thesis, the student shall further elect a sufficient number ·
of courses to bring the total amount of work done up to the
requisite 180 points, i. e., fifteen recitations a week for
twelve terms. There are no restrictions whatever on thesel~ction of additional Ele~tives, except that no course may
be taken without the permission of the professor in charge.

~-·
•

J

..

",·

ROLLINS PREPARATORV-->- SCtlO:PL

-., - .

Applicants for adm-ission must have had such instruction as
will enable them to begin with the studies of the -f irst year. · .
A student may be admitted to advanced standing (1) on-.. ·
examination, or (2) . on the pres~utation of a ,duly attested
certificate of ·the · 8:PPlicat:1: t' s previous cour~e of .s tudy. The
ultimate grade of students admitted to advanced -.standing will
depend on· t~e quality of work done.
·
= ··
. · . ·
In the Third,Fourth, and Fifth Years three courses -<;>f study
are offered~ which _are alike in requiring Englis4,- Gener.a l
History, Algebra, Plane Geometry, and Physiology · a~d
Hygien_e, and differ ·as to Latin, Greek, Modern Languages,
Natural Sciences, and ·Adv.anc~d Mathematics.
·
Upon ~he satisfactory _c ompletion of any one of the~e . ·
courses of_- 5tudy the student '\\rill receive .a certificate of gradua- ·
tion, and . may be admitted to the Freshman class ·of Rollins
College without examination. ·
·.- .
·
.
A detailed description of the· courses of -study offered .
during -the Third, Four~h, and Fifth Years ·w ill be found in the
Departments of Instru~tion.
·
·

Courses of Study

FIRST YEAR : -

COURSES A~ · B; AND
'

c ··
Daily ..

·E nglish Grammar,
Re~ding, Writing, and Spelling,
Arithmetic,
·
Geography,

'C'
CC ,· . .

'·'

- -COURSES A, B, AND C

S~COND YEAR : .
English Grammar,
Reading, Writing·~ and Spelling,

...

. _ Daily ._
-

''
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Arithmetic,
American l{istory,
Elementary Physiology,

Daily

''
Twice a week

COURSE A
THIRD

~·itAB. :-

5 times a week
5 ''
' ' ''
'' ''
5 ''

English I.,
Algebra II.,
' Latin I.,

15
FOURTH YEAR : -

Physiology and Hygiene III.,
Plane Geometry III., ·
Latin II.,
Greek I.,

times a week
' ' '' ' '
3
2

5

-5

,,' '

''

CC

''
''

15
FIFTH , YEAR:-

English II.,
General History . I.,
Latin III.,
Creek II.,

3 times a week
'' ' ' ' '
3
'' ' ' ' '
5
' ' '' ''
5
16

COURSE B
THIRD YEAR : -

English ·1.,
Algebra II.,
Latin I.,

s times a week
5

,,

,,

,,

5

''

''

.,

15
FOURTH YEAR. : -

.

tim·e s a week

Physiology and Hygiene III., -

2

Plane Geometry III . . ,
Latin II.,
Modern Languages or
Natural Sciences,

3

s

''
''

''
''

''

5

''

''

''

.

''

15

FIFTH . YEAR:-

English II.,
!}eneral History I.,
Latin III.,

3 times C(a week

3
5

'
''

(

''

''
CC

--:
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Modern Languages -or
Natural Scie~ces,

. _< 17 . .
..

.

'.

5 t_i~es a w:eek:
..

· COURSE C

16

.

:·

THIRD Y "E AR : -

English. I.,
, Algebra II.,
Modern ·Languages or
_Natural S,c ien_c es,

5 times a · week ..
'5
'' .· "
''

''

5

'.

,.,

(

'

.

FOURTH YEAR : ·

Physiology and Hygiene III., _
Plane Geometry III. ,
Modern ~a-n guages.,
Natural Sciences,

~

FIFTH YEAR .: -

2

3
5
5

times a week
,,
"
''

,,
"
., '

c,

.,
''

.. 15
.

English I I. ,
General Hi~tory I _., .
Solid Geometry; Higher Algebra, ·
and -·Trigonometry IV. ·,
Modern ~ariguages or
Natural Sciences,

3 times a week

J

'·'

5

''

.·5

''

,,

~,

''
''

,·~

''

. 16 .

NOTE :-In

Courses · Band C _the · student niay elect his
·w ork in the Modern Languages arid Natural Sci~nces· subject to the apprc:>val of the professors· respectively in charge of the
two departments, except that ·the first electiv~ i~i~he . ·Natural ·-··.
Sciences . ~hould . be Course V., Elementary ~hysics, and
Course VIL, -Elementary Chemistry.
.
.
. ·
An equiv'a lent . number of points in Bible St~dy · may be.
substituted for Latin, Greek, Modern ·Languages, or .Natural
Sciences, provided the to~l number of points thµs sµbstituted
does not. exceed 45, t~at is, five times a week t~oughout :on~.
year..
...
·
._
·_
.·
No substitutes: will be allowe9- . for . -~nglish I..-and tI.,
Algebra II. ·and Geometry III., Physiology .and Hygiene III., :
.and His~ory .l:.
·
.
.·
. ·, :
0

.

. ,,

'

..

::

DEPARTMENTS

OP ·INSTRUCTION

Economics and Law
Announ_cemeni for I899-i900
-

COURSE

1
•

Spring term.

CIVIL

A brief outline
of . American _Government.

GovitRNMRNT.

of the system
Five times a _weelt.

COMMERCIAL LA'.\V.
This -course ai~s to-·.• - acquaint the student _with the fundamental
principles of law as applied to business transactions. Fan · and
Winter terms. Twice a week.
Required in the Business Course5.
.
COURSE Ill
EcoNOMICS.
The aim of this course in
_
· ·- Political Economy is to provide a knowledge
of the leading principles of the subject as a basis for further _.
study. The -g eneral principles .of Economics will be emphasized in order to lay before the student the .ideas held · on ·
... these subjects by ·1eading ~riter~ -of various countries" The
-:--- topics - treated . will include Money, Credit and · Banking, the.·
. Tariff, Taxation, Railways, Trusts. Labor, and kindred topics.
Fall and - Winter terms. Three times a week~
·
·
Required of all candidates for the degree.

COURSE II

COWRSE IV.

CONS~ITUTION~

A~

lNTBRNA:i'IONAL

This course 1s designed to give the
student : (a) a -knowledge of the general principles of
the constitutional law of the United States, •with special re-gard to the origin -and development of
American political
institutions; (b) a.n outline of the fundamental principles of
international law and the rules that govern the . intercourse
. of states. Fall and Winter terms. Twice a week. ·
COURSE V
- SOCIOLOGY.
An introductory . COUfSC,
_· dealing with the history of sociology as a
seienc;_e. Some of the subjects treat~ are Anthropology, Ethnology, the .. Philosophy o.f
Social <>Life,· Applied Sociology,
.
.
.
LAW.

~

..
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· Statistics and Pr~sent .Social Problems. Spring. term. · 1.•hree
. times a week..
·
·
·
R~quircd of all candidates for 'the degree. ·

--

..

-.-

....

-

-- -

.. k-...

• •

. · ...

--

Bible S~µdy

· The · Bible, aside from its other great ~n-d -unq-u estion.a ble
values,-histori<;a.l_,literary, and scientific~-is preeminently 'the·
book. . of Christian · faith and morals, its supreme object being
to revea~ the person, character, life, . mission, work, and· in- .
fluence of the . a,uthor and · founder of Christiai;iity, by cere-· ...
monial and 'historical type, direct propliecy and _. historic~l
narrathre, with the doctrinal and ethical teachings growing .
out of them.
·
.
As it has been the source and has furnished the inspira- ·· · ·. :: . · ..·
tion of all education that can· be ·called liberal,. the opportunity · ~: .·
of _acquiri~g a th-.;:>rongh acquaintance : with it shon14 · ·be :_ .
afforded e_v eryone seeking such an ed-u cation, and no Christian .· ·.
College curriculum can properly be considered complete tha~ ·- · •
·fail~ to furnish such aµ opportunity.
_.
.
. .- .. ·.
COURSE .I.
. St~dy of th!!•. B~bl_
e by · books,_- a gc1:1eral ...·· ..... .
analysis of their aun and -~ontents. Winter ·.,
·. .
and Spring terms. . Three times a week.
.
.
COURSE II. .
Outlines .o f Gospel History ;- -- b~~~d upon a
Harmony of the four Gospels. _. \\•inter ter~- Three times a week.
.
.
COURSE Ill.
- History of the · Apostolic Church,-a st~dy
of the Book of .A cts and relat~d Epistles.
Spring .term. Three -times a week.
~OURS~ iv;
Important -faets about _the ~ible,-Origin .
.
of the English Bible, _C hristian evidences~
Bible Geography, etc. . A course of ·24 lessons. Fall - .or ·
·.
Winter term. .Twice a week.
.
.
N. B. --In the :first three ·courses the .Bible itself will · be · · ·
the text 009k. lti . the fourth eourse
text book will .be ·:· ..·. ::, .. ·.
·used, supplemented by lectures.

some

·.· ...

.....

,

.
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Philosophy

LoGIC.
This course aims at a mastery of
the fundamental principles of the science ·of
Logic, the cultivation of critical judgment, and the formation
-of the habit of correct reasoning. Fall term. Five times a
~eek
. COURSE II.
PSYCHOLOGY.
It. is the aim of this course
to give the student sotne insight into physijological psycholog). Emphasis is laid on the activity of the
:mind itself as a factor . in the :growth and classification of
~'knowledge. Winter term. Five tinies a week. ·
COURSE Ill.
HISTORY OF PHI_LOSOPH:.
Lectures a!e
supplemented by daily readings and by wnt·ten analyses of the epochmaking systems. The free use of
note books is encouraged. A suggestive outline of the history
-of philosophy is given. Fall and Winter terms. Three times
.-a week.
. ETHics·. Lectures, discussions, and textCOl.lRSE IV· book study.
The course will deal mainly
with the Moral Ideal, together with the consideration of its
·. application to the regulation of life, individual and ~ial.
Spring term. Five times a ,veek.
'"'
N OTB :-Courses I. , II., and IV., are required of all can~i,da tes for the degree

COURSE

1•

Greek
_4.nnounce,nent for .£899-.£900
As to extent of work in this department,

the aim is to

:gain:
I.
A mastery of A t#c Greek, which is the standard
form of the language and contains nearly all its best literaure;
2.
A good ~uowledge of Ion-ic Greek, which is closely

ROLLINS COLLEGE

. allied to the Attic and contains Homer's Iliad and Ody~y,.
the model epics of all ages ;
_
3. An introduction to New Testament Greek, a knowl- ·
edge of which is an important acquirement in Christain
scholarship and one of the practical ends of studying Greek.
As to Method of work, in addition to the absolute mastery
which should be required of the student . in everything
attempt~d, it is thought impo~ant to keep in view the follow. ing ·ends:
1.
To direct attention chiefly to the essentials of thelanguage with reference to the early a1id pleasurable reading
of connected discourse ;
2.
To give the study of Greek as practical a turn as
possible, by noting the numerous English derivatives from
Greek and the grammatical principles common to Greek and
English, also by giving attention to rhetorical and literary
qualities with reference to the cultiv~tion of literary taste ;
3. To make the study of Greek the means of recalling a:-.
vivid picture of ancient _Gre~k life. To this end the Geogr~phy
of Greece, the history, customs and manners of the people are-learned, and no circumstance is neglected which can · give . .
reality to their objects of thought and interest· to the :-;tudy ot. .
tb ei r language.
· ·
First Greek Book, White (of Harvard · •
1
COURSE •
University). Inflections of nouns., adjectives,.
arid verbs. Analysis of verbal forms. Translation of Greek
into English a nd English into Greek. Reading of connected •
narrative. Conditional s e ntences. Indirect discourse. Study
of old Greek life. Readings fr om the New Testament and the::
Anabasis. Five times a week.
x~nophon , Anabasis, Harper and Wallace _
11
~
COURSE
•
At least three books are read. The g~ographyand history of Greece are studied. Twenty _lessons of Jones,.. ·
Greek _Con1position are ·taken. Fall and Winter Terms_
Selections from Homer,s Iliad. Spring term. Five times ru.

w~k.

.

(a. ) Homer' s Ody ssey, selections. Thepeculiarities of Ionic Greek are studied.
Attention is given to Prosody and Mythology, also to figures
COURSE Ill;

of speech and other literary qualities . . The student learns an ·
outline of the entire poem and upon the Homeric Question
studie the famous XXL chapter of Grote. Fall a:nd Wiµterterms.
(b . ) Herodotus, ,vith geography of the East and studies

•
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Greek Pro~· Composition.

Spring term.

Five times a week.
The Greek New Testament, with learning
of vocabularies, study of words and rendering
of English translation into Greek . from memory. Twice a
COURSE IV·

week.

v
. (~.) Selections from the Memorabilia. A
_
· special study is made of that part of .the
G_rammar which treats of the formation of words by stem
changes and by suffixes, and reading at sight i~-done. The
LXVIII. chapter of Grote is studied upon _the life of.Socrates
and his work as a philosopher ; also portions of Draper•s
Intellectual Development of Europe. Fall term.
.
.
(b.) Demosthenes on -the Crown, with studies in the
political institutions of ~he Greeks, History. of Philip -of
·Macedon and life of Demosthenes. The LXXXIX. and XC.
chapters of Grote are studied, Winter term.
·
(c.) Sophocles' Oedipus 7yrannus. All of the trage4y,
itl~Uding all the choruses, is· scanned, together with studies
in Greek Literature. Spring term. Three times a week.
COURSE VI.
'rhe Tragedy : Selected Dramas of Euripides, Sophocles, and Aeschylus. This course
aims to_promote a careful comparison of the methods and spirit
of the three great tragedians. Three times a week.
COURSE VII.
Aristopha~es : Selected Comedie_s.
T~e
development of Greek comt!dy and its scenic
representation. Three times a week.
COURSE

Latin
Annou1tcement for I899-I900

Collar and Daniell's First Latin Book. Fall
and Winter ·terms. Caesar, Book I., with
prose composition. Spring term. Five times a vveek.
COU~SE II.
_Caesar, with pr?se com~sition. Fall an~
Winter terms. Cicero, with prose composition.
Spring term. Five times a week.
.
COURSE 111 •
C~cero,~ith prose ·c ompo~ition. Fall term.
Vergtl, with prosody. Winter and Spring
terms. Five times a week.
COURSE I.

ROLLINS _COLLEGE . ·
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•

The Text-books for Courses I.. ," ·11-.., and III. are ·: .-Allen ·and . . .
Gr~tiough' s Cre&i~, . · Ci~o/ Vergil, and ·: Grammar, · and
Preparatory .. Latin composition .(MQUlton . and Collar)~·
The Roman pronunciation i~ used,-and special attention is
. paid to corn~ct . reading of the . La tin, · with 4ue observance q-f_ .
quantity, as-well in proae ·as in ·ver~. ~ranslation at sight .and
from dictati9n is practised -from the first. .
·
_ · ·..
COURSE IV
(a) Tacitus' Ger7!tania and Agrlcola (Church
.
.
-· and Brodtibb). Fall . term. C~cero's Letters
(Tyrrell). •winter._ and $pring te~s- Four times .a week. ·--.
(b) Prose compositio_n . ~ce· a week. _ .· ·.
The cou~se _in reading. n1:ay l>e taken withou~ .the CQurse in
prose- c~mposi_tion. ·
. .
.
..
·.
· COURSE v.
Horace-, .- Odes and - Epodes (Pag~, .· Palmer,
and ·wnkins, or Macleane) . .Fall and Winter
te~s. Pl~y's Letters (Prichard ·and Bernard). -Spring term. - ·
Three times a week.
·
. · ·.
'·
.
·
COURSE VI.
.Comedr .: ·selected plar~ of Pta1:1tus· and
·
Terence.
Fall term. Satire : Selections from
H _o race, Persius; and Juvenal. · ·winter ' and Spring terms. · ·
Three times a week. ·
.
COURSE · VII~
. Phil?sophicaJ w.ritings: _Lucr~Uus, Cicero
.
and Seneca, · selections. Three times a week.
COURSE VIII.
. Histo~ans : · Liv:i and_Tacitu~; selec~ions,
.
with collateral readings. Three times a week.
COURSE IX.
Lfri~, Id~l~ic, ·and. Elegiac- Poetry, . ~ith
.
• .-_
practice 1n wnttng Latin verse. Three tl_m es
a week. - ·
·. ·
COURSE x~
Roman Constitutional History (lectures) • . _· -._ . , ·
Once a week. :
Courses VI. and VII. .are alternative.
Courses VIII. and IX~ are alternatjve.

• ...

.·_.

"
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Modern Languages
Announcement/or I899-I900

_ Three years' work is given in German, French, and
Spanish. •The first course in these languages includes systematic ·work in orthography and accidence and tl1e simpler
rules of syntax, elementary prose composition, prepared translation together with translation . at sight and from dictation,
writing from dictation, the recitation of selections committed
to niemory, and exercises in conver~ation. The object of
the course is to ghre the student practice in conversation, the
essential elements of gran1mar, and the ability to read ordinary
prose with
In the advanced work the object of study is literary
rather than grammatical. The second and third cours€s
come in alternate years. They are so arranged as to be of equal
difficulty but <list~n~t in subject matter. Either course may
be taken for the second year's vvork, or may count as a third
year if tvvo co1..1rses have already been taken.
In the second coui:-s~ sy,ntax and prose composition and
selections from the Nineteenth Ceutury literature are studied.
The work of the third course includes· the historv ,of the
literature'- with special_ reference to the pr~ncipal schools and
movements, and the reading of classic masterpieces.
Exercises in conversation, the recitation of selections.
cotnmitted to memory, and writing from dictatioi1 are given·
in all courses. Extensive collateral reading is required. In
the second and third courses one or two vvorks are assigned
to the student every . term for private reading, and examinations on - the language · and contents of the works assigned
are held. "
~
During 1899- .:. 900 German I. and III., French I. and IT.,
and ~panish I., II. a, and II. b ·will be given.
·

e~se.

-:a

German
Wenckebach's _ Deutsche
Spracftlehre,
Niebuhr's Stories . of -Greek Heroes, Storn1.'s
Immensee, 9:nd Hauff's Das Kalte Herz. Five times a ,veek.
COURSE 11 • .
Syntax apd prose composi~io~1 . .· S_e~ect- · tons from the fiction and b1stoncal ·wnttngs.
COURSE I.
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· of the Nineteenth Century. Private reading. · Three times a
week.
To be give_n in 1900-190-i.
COURSE 111
History of Gern1a11 literature (Keller's
·
• Bilder aus der Deutsclzen Literatur), Schiller's
Der Geisterseher, Lessing's llf"inna von Barnkelm,arid Goethe's
Hermann un-d Dorotlzea. Private collateral reading. · Three
times a ,vee~.
This · course is open to those who ha~re had Course I. or
its equivalent, and 111ay be taken as a third year in German
by those ·who ha·,·e had the Course II. given during 1~98-'99.

French
Edgren's Frcucli Gra1n1nar, First Part,
Guerber's Contes et Legendes, Parts I. ~nd
II., and Labiche and _viartin's V~yage de M. Perrich(!n. · Fhe
times a ·week.
COURSE
_
Grandgent's
Short
Frenc/i -Grammar,
11
C..ourse _for - College,. -Merim~e's ·Co/o,,nba, ·
Sand's La ./I-fare au · Diable, Daudet's La Belle Nivernaise,
and Super's Rcadi11gsfro11i Frenclz History. Private reading.
Three ti.mes a ·week.
.
This cour. e is o·peu to those ,, ho have bad Course I. or
its equivalent, and ma) · be taken as a third" year in French
hv those who have had the Course V. of 1898-'99.
COURSE 111 •
History~ of French literature. Sel:c~ed
.
works of tne Seventeenth Century class1c1sts
and the Nineteenth Centry romanticist
Three times a week.
'1.~o be 0 ·i "en 1 n I 900- I 90 I.
COURSE 1.-

Spanish
Edgren's Span£sli Grammar. Ramsey's
Elenzentary Spanish R eader, and De Larra's
.f>artir a 71e11zpo.. Three titnes a week.
COURSE ll.-a
Valde's Jose. Caballero's .[..,a Fa1nil-ia
de Alvaredo. and other works to be selected
h ter.
Pri .,.ate reading. T,vice a \.veek.
This course is open to _those .who ha\·e had Course . I. or ·
its equivalent, arid may ~..e: tal<-en as;a •ti_,ird :s:-~~r fn Spanish by .
those-·w ho have had t:lli' C0,1r~e •✓ II. gi'ven in · 1898-'99.
COURSE 1_

I

'••
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. Advanced grammar and prose com(Ramsey's Text-Book ef ·Modern .
Spanislt, Part III.). · Once a week.
.
.
This cotinj;e is open to those who have had two years' ·
work in Spanish, and to students · of exceptional ability that
have had only Cotirse I. or its equivalent..
·
·
. COURSE Ill.
. His~ory o~ ~p_a~ish 1ite1::ature. Selected
. ·
works of classic writers. Twice a w~k.
To be giveti in 1900-1901.
COURSB_ll.-b position

English·
Announcemen_t"for I899-z900.
Elementary Rhetor1c. General principles_
• . of diction, structure of the sentence and the
paragraph) letter writing,
abstract-making,
description,
narration·. A written exercise weekly - from each member
of the class. Five times a week.
Required· in the Preparatory school and Business Courses.
COURSE-ii
(a) 1900: Dryden's _P alamon and Arc-lie_;
• Pope's Iliad, Books I., VI., XXII., and
XX-IV.; the St:r Roger '(le Coverley Papers,· Goldsmith's Vlcar
- of Wakefield; Scott's Ivanhoe; De Quincey's Flight ef a Tartar
Tribe; Cooper's Last -<?f tke Mokic,ins,· Tennyson's · Princess,·
Lowell's Visir,n of Sir Launfal..
(a) 1901· : Shakespeare's Merckant ef Venice; Pope's
Iliad, Books I., _VI., XXII., and XXIV.; Sir Roger de
Coverley Pape~s; Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield; Coleridge's ·
Ancient Mariner; Scott's Ivankoe; Cooper's Last ef. Ike
Mok-r:cans; Tennyson's .l'rincess,- Lowell's Vision of Sir
Launfal; George Eliot's Silas Marner.
(b) 1900: Shakespeare's Macbetk.,· Milton's Paradise
Lost, ~ooks I. and II.; Burke's ·_ speeck on Conciliation witk
America; Macaulay's Essays on Millo'!t and Addison~
(b) 1901 : Shakespeare'·s Macbetk; · Milton's · Lycidas,
Com.us, L'Allegro, a~d II Penseroso; Burke's Speech on ·(:onciliation witk America.,_- Macaulay's Essays on Milton atu1·
Addison . .
,
The subject mattt;:r, form_. •2.u(j structure of books in B,
will be carefully\,stqdi~ ,in cla~, ~nQ.·- ,.a ( general knowledg~
COURSE 1 ,
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.... of those_ in A, will be required .as a basis for written work.
-Three times a week.
Required in the Preparatory School. ·
COU~SB ·111 •
Advanced
"R:het~ric.
Disc~ions
and
papers. Illustrative · . Prose
and
Poetry .
..Development . of the Essay. Three times a week.
Required of all candidates for the _degree.
.
COURSE IV
History of- English Literature to the
· Eighteenth Century. Study of Beowulf,
Chaucer, Spence~, and the Lyric Poets Qf the Seventeenth
~· Century. Three times a week.
.
COURSE v
Rise and Development of the Drama.
· Lectures. Study of the Miracle-play and
· selected plays of Shakespeare ~d his contemporaries. Three
times a week.
COURSE VI.
. English and . American Literature of the
-Nineteenth Century. Selected ess~ys, poems,
and novels, critical study, discussions., and papers. Three
times a week.
Req~ired of all candidates for the _degree.
COURSE VII
Old and Middle English. Sievers' · old
· English
Grammar. Bright's Anglo-Saxon
Reader. Middle English Texts. Three times a week.
NoTR :-In Courses IV., V., .and V~., the purpose of the
instruction is to emphasize the essential character of literature,
..and to cultivate a sympathetic appreciation' of intrinsic literary
. qualities with du~ attention to historic development. The
importance of written work is recognized and a . personal ··
interview with the instructor is required for each of six
themes. _
·
Course IV. alternates with Course v ·.

History
_4nnouncemceinentfor I899-I900
'The courses in History are planned not only to give students

.~:an. outline of general history, but also · to develop in them an
historic imagination, and to encourage an . interest in historic
---development. The work ·of the department is conducted by
means of text-books, biography, papers, discussions, lectures,
.and topical library study.
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General History. An outline of Ancient,
Medireval, and Modern History. Three times
a week.
.
~equired in the Preparatory School.
COURSE 11 •
General History of England. .Twice a
week.
.
COURSE Ill.
American History from the discoveries to
the end of the Civil War. Twice a week.
NoTit.-This course should be preceded by the elementary
course giv_e n in the second year of the Preparatory School or
by its equivalent.
·
- COURSE IV
General History of . Europe during the
·
· Seventeenth, :Eighteenth, ·and
Nineteenth
Centuries. The instruction follows the historic development
as given by Wakeman, Hassal, and Stephens. Three times
a week.
COURSE v
Europe during the Middle Ages. The
· rise of the New Rome. The Feudal Era.
_T he Renaissance and· the Reformation. Twice a week.
Courses II. and III. are given in alternate years and· are
required of all candidates for the degree.
COURSE I.

Natural Sciences
- ✓11z11ouncenient for

A.

BIOLOGICAL

I899-r900

SCIENCES

Biology, taken in its broadest sense, includes the vvhole
realm of organic life. It is the organic "vorld in contradistinction to the inorganic or phyS?cal ,vorld. Hence Biology
stands for a group of the natural sciences, which are to a large
4egree distinct in aims and problen1s,yet closely allied in their
general scope. The domain of Biology is · the entire realn1 of
life, not only of the plants and animals of to-day, but also of
the prin1eval and intermediate organisn1s.
· Students that take elementary work in the uatpral ~ciences,
are advised · to elect their courses according to the groups
given belo,v.
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Biology. In this course special attention is
·given . to the proble1JI of both vegetable and
animal life. 'l'ypical forms of plants and animals are ex.:.
amined with reference to their anatomy and physiology. A
general survey of the whole field of the Biological Sciences.
Winter and Spring Terms. Three times a week.
_COURSE 11 ~
• Zoology.
~he general p:inciples . of the
· science are studied, and a special effort ts made
to familiarize the student with the structural features of animals
that are valuable in classsificatiou. Text book work, lectures,
and practicums. Fall Term. · Three times a week.
COURSE 111 •
Phys~ology and Hygiene. In this ~o.urse
free use ts made of the skeleton, charts, m1croscopes, etc., and the instruction__:_includes some experiments in.
physiological ·chemistry. Lectures, demonstrations, ~nd practicums. Twice a week.
·
COURSE IV.
Botany. · A prominent · feature . of this
course is bQtanical analysis, making the student aquainted thereby with the interestit~g flora of the College
region. The instruction is aided by several · compound microscopes well adapted to the ·work. t.~eneral Comparative Morphology and Physiology of plan ts a re · al~;o studied . . \Vinter and
Spring terms. Three times a ~,·eek.
COURSE I.

B.

PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Eleme~tary Physics. This course presents
a general view of the subject. The instruction
includes much experimental illustration and many simple prac•
tical exercises. Fall and Winter terms. Five ti~es a week.
. Advanced Physics. Presentation · of the
COURSE VI.
subject ·is more ·complete in this course than
in Course V., and more attention is given to technical work. ·
Fall and Winter terms. Twice a week.
Elementary Chemistry. · This is a short
COUR.SB VII. course in Chemistry· designed far students beginning the subject. It presents briefly the leading facts and
principles of the science and is intended to ~orm a good basis
for futu·r e study of the subject. Spring term. Five times a
COUSRE

v.

w~k.

·

Advanced Chemistry. In .this course the
of the science and its various practi-

COURSE VIII. · principles
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cal applications are mad~ prominent featqres of the work, and ·
experimental illustration constitutes an essential part ~f ~einstruction. Three times a week.
·
COURSE IX
.
Practical Chemistry. This course is in• tended to illustrate the theoretical and-· descriptive parts of the subject studied in the classroom and includes a
short course in Analytical Chemistry. Twice a week.
NOTE.---The elements of Chemistry are taught by recitations fron text-books and by . lectures· and laboratory work.
There is much work in the writ4lg of chemical equations and.
the solution of chemical proplems.
·COURSE x
Geology. In this co:urse much use_ismadc.
· . of the valuable collection of geological specimens in tl1e college museum, and some determinations or
minerals based on their physical properties are · made. Fall.
and Winter terms. Three .times a week.
COU~SE x,-Elementary Astronomy. Thfs course . em.
• braces the elements of the subject. An_.
e~cellent Al.vin Clark refracting telescope is a valuable part _
of our equipment for out-door astronomical work. Fall term.
T~ree times a week.
COURSE XII
Advanced Astronomy. In this course the ·
• subject is presented more fully and teclinically than in Course XI. · A knowledge of some branches of ·
higher mathematics is necessary in order to pursue this
course. Winter and Spring terms. Twice a week.
COURSE XIII.
-~ete?rology .. Thi~ cour~ embraces the =
subJects involved m ·the 1nterest1ng and valuablework of the National Weather Bureau; and the course includes
the recording of several series of weather observations by the-student and a study of weather forecasting. Spring term.
Three times a week.
COURSE XIV.
Ele<?tri~ity. This is. a practical course~
·
embraetng much expenmental work. The
student makes most of the experiments himself and constructs.
much of the apparatus that he uses. Winter and Spring terms_
Twice a week.
NOTE.-Each of the following four groups is arranged to
continue throughout the year. The student is not required to
elect his work according to these groups, but is advised to do ...

so.
1..
Elementary Physics V._ and Elementary Chemistry
VII., five times a week. This should be the first electivein the Natural Sciences by students in the Preparatory _S chool_

ROLLINS COLLEGE
2.
Elementary · Astronomy XI. and Botany IV., · three
times a week.
.
3. Zoology II. and Biology I., three times a week.
4. Geology· X. and Meteorology XIII., three. times a
week.

Mathem·a tics
Announcement/or z899-z900
Commercial Arithmetic. Williams and
COURSE • Rogers' text-book, with special attention to
short methods, accuracy, · and mental drill. Five times a week.
Required in the business cour~s.
COURSE 11 •. .
Elementary Algebra. 4Five times a week.
1

0

~

equired in the Preparatory School. .
· . ·
· · · ·
COURSE 111 •
Plane geometry. . All of_ Wentworth's
Plane Geometry, with orginal problems.
Three times a ·week.
Required in the Preparatory School.
COURSE IV
(a) Solid Geometry. Fall term.
•
(b) Higher Algebra. Winter term.
(c) Trigonometry. Spring term.
Five times .a week.
·
Required of all candidates for_the degree.
COURSE
Analytic Geometry a•d Calculus. Three ·
times a week.
NOTit.-This course must have been .preceded by· Courses ··
II., III., and IV., or their: equivalent. . ·
.
_
COURSE VI
Surveying, . Plotting, and Topographical
·
• Drawing ; Leveling and field work. Requires
Course IV. as preparation. Three times a week.
COURSE VII.
Elementary ~echanics. Fall and Winter
terms. Three times a week • .

v. ·.

¥

•

•

•

•
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Physical Cultµre ·
Announcenient.for .r899-I900

----..

1.'he work of this depart111ent ·is required of all studen~,
unless spe<;ially excused by the president. Every student is
questioned and .tested physically by the instructor and medical
,examiner, _ and receives a card upon which there is a statement of the special ,vork- he is required to do. No student
is allowed to- do more than his ._health ·permits, and a gradu~l
increase in work is ah\ ays c~refully observed.
-.. ·
Work -in chest weights;· free gymnastics; dumbells;
running; _ · Delsarte exercises in straightening, poising,
.and bre~thing. - -Fall term.
·
Heavy work as needed, with :flying rings; · pa·r a1lel,
horizontal, and vaulting_ bars ; rowing machine ; mat ,vork ;
· buck and horse vaulting ; trapeze ; running ; iron dumbells.
-'\\-Tinter term.
· .,
Lectures upon the hygienic care of the body and · dress ;_
chest weights; Indian clubs; wands., poising, and carriage .
.Spring ·term.
1

..

.

-

.

·scHOOL OF ·MUSIC·
..

...

-

.. · ..

It ·is the ai~ of the Schooi of music to produce intelligent musicians. of liber_a l culture in the different branches of music. :_
Recitals are given once a month, _in which those pupils conipet- ·
-ent to do so take . -part. The aim of these ~ecitals is not only _·
. to give ·the students practice in playing befor~ others, but also
to· help-them to a better understanding and _appr~ciation · of
music·. -~ Not less important than the regular lessqn is the .-o p·portunity of hearing. music rendered artistically. To· afford •·
_students this opportunity, a number of_ recitals are gi.v,en during , .
the year by the best artists th~t can. be secured. ·
.
,
The college· has a · ~0:mher of pra~tice.
containing .
excellent instruments. A choral club· has bee~-organized fot · · ·
the study of _the best choru~es anq _oratorios.-- Their work is
shown to the publif _in .several ~oncerts given during th~ year.
Special drill is given in Accompaniments aµd nnsemble w6rk·. _. ~
if desired. · There is also a n1andolin club in connection with · . _
the School of Music, wliicb ·is ·vei;y popular wit_h the stnde~ts. · ·.
Class instruction both in the elements of ·sight singing and:
in the proper rendition of hymns is open to all students _of the· -·.
college free of ~barge: ·
·
.
·
. ·
.
· · ·
A diploma is g~anted upon the satisfactory coµipletjon of _·
theregul~rcourses in (a) Piano, Harinony,anc.1 Theory,-or (b) _.
Voice Culture, Hapnony, and Theory. Those _ students .that .
are unable to take a r _~ gular ~ourse may be admitted to special ·
work with the permission _~f the _Faculty. The - following
.courses of instructio~ are off~red, subject to modification at the
discretion · of the Faculty,· to 1neet the immediate needs of the· ·

room~

student's.-=-

.

'
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Courses of Study
Announcement for I899-I900
------ -- - -

PIANO
GRADE

!.-Emery's Foundation Studies,-easy studies;

pieces.
GRADE

II.-Technical exercises,-scales ; studies ; easy

pieces.
GRADE III.--Studies of the difficulty of Loeschhorn, Op.
52, or Heller, Op. 47 ; pieces of the difficulty of the Sonatines
by Clementi or Krause.
GRADE. IV.-(a)
Studies of the difficulty of Krause,
Op. 2; or Bertini, Op. 29. Pieces of the difficulty_of the
. - e~sier Sonatas by Mozart, or the "Songs without Words," by
Mendelssohn.
(b) Cramer's Studies or Bach's Two Part Inventions;
pieces ; sonatas by Haydn and Mozart, and other pieces of the
same difficulty.
(c) Studies; Clementi's Gradus ad Parnassum; Bach's
Thr~e Part Inventions; some of the easier sonatas by
·· Beethoven; pieces; selections from the works of Weber,
Schumann, Chopin, and others.
Scales and technical exercises throughout the cour~.

VOICE CULTURE.
True cultivation of the voice means the development of
pure tone-clear, full, and resonant. Not only do we aim at a
healthful and skilful management of the breath, the art of
phrasing, attack, legato, intonation, and pronunciation, but to
realize a higher ideal in all .that is implied in the broad term
'' interpret~tion,'' a musicianly style of singing, and a
thorough appreciation of the best works of the great masters,
both old and new.
No one method-like that of the Italians or of the Germans-is used exclusively, but the best features of all methods
are · adopted, ·and used according to the individual needs and
wants of the pupil.
_
GRA:Dlt !.-Lessons in breathing ; emission of voice in
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tone production ; blending of registers ; diatonic scale in slow
movement; sight reading, easy studies, and solfeggios.
GRADE 11.--Study of major and minor intervals; major
and minor scales and ~rpeggios ; chromatic scale in slow movement; -legatos aud ~staccato exercises; sight reading, progressive studies, arid solfeggios ; easy -songs and ballads.
GRAnR · III.-Major, minor, and chromatic scales in more
rapid movement ; arpeggios ; sostenuto ; phrasing ; more
difficult studies . and solfeggjos ; sight reading ; songs from
classic writers.
GRADB IV.-Study of scales and arpeggios continued;
advanced ·.studies and solfeggios; phrasing, sight . reading;
songs from the German, French, and Italian composers; recitative and aria from Oratorio and Opera.
Concone's School of Sight Singing; :Viardot's ~' Hour ·of
Study;" Concone's Lecons de Chant; Sieber (op. -_ 93 or 94);
Marchesi (op. 5); Sieber (op. 30 or 31); Salvator Marcbesi'·s
·Italian vocalises ; Bonaldi · vocalises ; Marchesi Studies for
Style; Sieber (op. 129 or 130); Panofka Studies in Execution.

VIOLIN
The violin is the most noble of instruments, the one best
adapted to the cultivation of the ear, the study and interpretation of phrasing, and ·the · development of ~kill ~nd -grace.
Instruction on the violin is given, and a class i~ ensemble
playing has been formed, which all .students of the violin are
advised to enter.

A two years' course in
consists of musical notation,
of the triad, inversion of
sopranos, and modulations
"Element$ of Harmony.''

Harmony is offered. The study
keys, scales, intervals, formation
chords, harmonizing basses and
to open harmony in . .Emery'&
·

THEORY
Instruction in the Theory of Music is gh·en, which alJ
students following · a regular course in music are required to
take.

SCHOOL OF ART
It is tbe aim of the School of Art to give its students a
thorough and practical knowledge of the principles of art and
an acquaintance with its literature. A regular graded three
.years' course is offered, which every student is earnestly aq.vised to take, and at the satisfactorv completion of which ·a
c~rtificate is granted.
_
For those students that do not take the regular course
special wprk is provided, which includes instruction in outline
work, charcoal and pen and ink -work, painting in both oil and
water colors, and china painting. An elementary course, extending throughout one term, is offered free of expense to the
students of the Rollins Preparatory School.
·
There is a class in landscape drawing that works out of
doo~s Saturday mornings. The remarkable attractions of the
~un~ry ·around Rollins College make this a very _e njoyable
course.
In connection with the school, and under the supervision
of the instructor, there is a Sketch Club which meets every
Sat~rday evening.
.
·
The studio is a large, well-appointed room, furnished with
abundant material for good work.
NOTB.-All :finished work will be under the control of
the Fac~lty until the close of the school year.

·R egular Course
Announcement/or z899-z90~
Elementary Drawing.
Beginning with
· geometric solids for the study of proportion,
then for light and shade,· following w:ith still Hfe objects for the ·
stu4ies of value in color, and in light and shade, as represented
by black and white. Drawing in detail the separate featµres of
the face and parts of the human body from casts.
COU~SE I
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Casts, etc. Color begun. Study from the
Antique, atid the study of the head from life.
· Painting from still life, in oil or water color.
.
ORA DE Ill. ·
--Figure _from life·.
Color· c?ntinued. . Study
..
. of full length figure _ from hfe. Color work · -·
continued with original -~omposition from still life.
ORADE

11

•

COURSES . FOR TEACHERS-.

.

.

.

.

. J.4nnouncement for I899-I-90_0
~

.

.

c.

.

.

.

Review and Drill- work will . be -given in all the s·u bject$ :~ · .
in which - applicants for the county certificates are examined; _ -·. ·
na1;11ely :
.
·
Orthography, Reading, Arithmetic, English Gr~mmar,
Composition, _American History,
Geography, _ - Physiology,
The~ry atid Practice; Civil Government, . Algebra, . and _Physi- cal Geography.
·
:

..

~

\.

SPECIAL COURSES FOR -THE
CUBANS
.

.

A nn.ouncement for z899-z900

During the scholastic year of 1898-99 special courses· were·
organizea for the - Cuban ·students that knew l~ttle or no
English, · and an effort · was made to teach the~ our language
quickly and, at the same time, · th~roughly. The · experiment
h~s proved an entire success,. and the special courses· will be
continued. In these courses no Spanish is spoken even with
the beginners. As soon as the· Cuban stuq.ents are prepared
to do so they enter the regular classes.
·.
COUR.SE I.
Begin~ing Eng!ish. Obje~t le~ons, ganies,
conversation, reading and dictation, ele1nent •
ary work in grammar, and · d rill in writing.
COUR.SB II.
. Advanced _English.
Reading · and <:ti~ta.
t1on, c~nversatlon, grammar, ~nd compos1t1on . .
COUR.SE 111 •
Arithmetic. Elementary work, with much
drill in the reading -of problems.
·
NoTB.-Students taking ·courses T. and III. are expected
to enter a regular class in Reading and Spelling no later than
the end of their first term in the college, and, unless specially
. excused, they will take writing throughout the year.

BUSINESS COURSES .-·_
Three courses-of study are offered: (a) The Commercial
Course, (b) the Shorthand Course, .and (c) the Telegraphy
Course. Students of average ability that are willing t<;> apply
themselves, may expect to complete any one of _these courses
in two terms, or any two· courses during th~ college year. The
tuition is the same as in the Rollins _Preparatory School. · Upon . ·
the satisfactory completion of a course a certjficate is granted.

Courses of Study
Announcement.for z899-z900

•

(a.) COMMERCIAL CouRSE.---Book-keeping, Banking,
Commercial Law ('.' Economics.and Law," ·course II.), Commercial Arithmetic (" Mathematics,,, Course I ..), and at least
two -terms of" English," Course I.
·
.
(b.) SHORTHAND CoURSE.-Shortµand -, ~Typewriting,
Commercial Law C" Economics and Law," Course II.), Com.:..
mercial Arithmetic (" Mathematics," Course I.) and at least . ·
two terms of ' ' English, ' ' Course I. .
_
(c.) TELitGRAPHY CoURSE.-Telegraphy, Commercial Law (" Economics and Law/' Course II.), .C ommercial _·Arith- ·
metic (''' Mathematics,'' Course I.), and at least two ·terms pf
" English/' Course I.
.
.
As a preparation for the ' Business Cqurses· the student
must have · had the courses of study of the First .and Second
Years of the Rollins Preparatory School, or their.equivalent, i.e.,
English Gr~mmar, Reading, Writing, and Spelling, Arithmetic,
Geography, _American History, and Elementary Physiology.
·
In order to pass in shorthand, type-writfug, and telegraphy, ·
the student must reach the following standards :
_
In shorthand-one hundred (100) -w ords a minute for
three consecutive minutes, correctly written.
·
Iti type-writing_-forty (40)- words a minute for three consecutive minutes, correctly written. _
_
.
In telegraphy-twenty-eight (28) words a minute for three ·
consecutive minutes, - correctly sent and the same correctly
receiYed.
.-

GRAM.MAR· ·S CHOOL
Announce?nentfor J899-r900
The course of study of · the Grammar School, extendingthroughout two years, is as follows : .
G~ADE B.

Milne' s Arithmetic, to percentage. Redway ' s Natural
Geography. Smith's Elementary Physiology. Eggleston's •
United States History. Language.
ORADE A.

Robinson ' s Arithmetic, finished and reviewed. Swinton's
~graphy , completed.' United States History, 'topical review._ Smith' s Higher Physiology. EngUsh G .r ammar.
Reading , Spelling, and Writing are continued throughout
both courses. In writing the Natural Vertical System is u~ed. ·
For supplementary reading- such books as Kingsley's
· ..,. Water Babies, Scott's Tales of a Grandfather, Evangeline,
Snowbound, Irving's Sketch Book , Merchant of · Venice, etc.,are used according to the needs of the classes.

/

EXPENSES.
The school year extends from the first week in October to
the last week in May of each year, and is matle up of two long
and one short terms.
Under tke Cottage System ea.ck student lias a separate room,
no extra charge ·bez"ng madeforroonit"ng alone.
FALL OR WINTER TERM
Boar<l, room, and tuition in Colleo-e, p.er term ......•.•.•-........ ·......... 66 oo
Board, room, and tuition in Preparatory School, per term ............ 60 o 0
Tuition in College, day students, per term ..................... ~·.......... 18 oo
Tuition in Preparato.ry School, day students, per term ........... . ...... 12 oo
SPRING TERM
Board, room, and tuition in College ........................................... . 50 6o
Board,-room, and tuition in Preparatory School.. ....................... . 45 oo
Tuition in College, day stu<lents ............·............. : .................... ;. 14 00
Tuition in Preparatory School, day students.... : ... ......... . ~ ............ . 9 00

MUSIC
*Piano, one hour less~ns twice a week, per term ......... ·.............. ~$24
Piano. one-half hour lessons twice a week, per term.................... 12
·v oice Culture, two lessons per week, per term .......... ~ ................ 12
Use of piano for practice, one hour daily, per term..................... 3
Each additional hour, per term .. _.·. ...................................... 1

oo
oo
oo
oo
oo

ART
*Charcoal, pen and ink, pencil, etc : Three lessons per week, of one hour each, per term ............. 12 oo
Painting in both oils and water colors : Thrte lesson per -w eek, of one hour each, per term ............. ~ 15 oo
Painting upon China : Three lessons per week, of one hour each, per term .......... ~ •.. 18 oo
Landscape class, per term . .................................................... ~ .. ; 6 oo
*The r~te given above in Music and Art. are for the Fall or Winter
term. For the shorter Spring term the rates are three-fourths of the
above, except that for th~ use of a p~ano for practice the rates are the
same each term.

L
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DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES
Baccalaureate diploma ........................................................._. ...... .$ 5

oo

Certificate of graduation from the Prepar~tory School, School of
Music or Art, or Business Courses~·····························~···••.• ··

50

2

Wilk tlte exception ef wasking tke above cover all th_e necessary expenses.
Tkere are no extras.
TERM BtL·L .s

Term bills inust be paid at · the commencement of each
term . . Where students leave · before the · close of the term,
no deduction will be made for tuition or ·room rent.
·
All persons boarding in the institution are required to
bring two pairs o.f sheets, two pillow cases, two blankets~ a
comforter, towels, and table napkins. All roo~s are provided
. with single beds and furnished with- more than ordinary
~comfort.
·
No student from abroad will be · permitted to ·room or •
board 01.Jtside of the institution except with permission of the
Faculty:
TRANSPORTATION ·

Winter Park is easy of access, as it is situated on both the·
Plant System an4 the Florida Central and Peninsular railways.
Most _ of the Florida railroads now give the students of
Rollins College reduced rates. According to the p~esent arrangement the student buys his ticket to_ Winter Park/ at the ·
.. ·r egular rate and takes a receipt. Before - returning home at
the end of the term he presents his r _e ceipt,. properly. counter. signed by the president, to tbe railway agent, and- obtains .h is
ticket at one-fourth the regular rate. This may be done at.
't he end of each term:
•
The College has special rates with the steamboat lines
between Florida and the Nortl~, ·w hereby p8$sage may be
secured by students at a considerable . reduction. -To . take
advantage of this reduction students ·mu:st obtain a certificate
from the president 'of the College.
.
.
All correspondence should be addres.s ed to the presid~nt.
All bills are payable to the treasurer.
·

LIST· OF STUDENTS · . _._,.
The _·follqwing list includes the students in the ' College
(Col.), the Preparatory ,Schoo~ (Prep_.)..,-- the Schools of Music
(.Mus.) . and · Art, the ·courses for Teachers .(Nor.), Business
Courses . (Bus.), arid the Gra~mar School (Gt . ..Sch~), during 1898~99:
Abbott, Waldo Mack,Adams, Sallie Dee, .
Ambrose, Claudia Gertrude,
Armstrong, -William Gardner,
Baker, Norman Lockyer,
Baldwin~ ~bert Stith, .
Baldwin; Georgie Oswald,
Baldwint Lorenzo Wilsont
Barnett; Anna -Laura, ·
Barnett_, . Lawrence,
Benedict, Robert,
Beyer, Arthur Ray, .
Beyer, En1ily Eliza,
Bigelow, Hayes, .
Blue, Mamie Louise,
Bonfield, Bessie ·Maude,
13rewer, Eda M-ay,
Brewer, Edwar<l: Ainslie,
~
Brewer;._Robert ·L ee,. .
.
Bryan, \Villiam Edward,
Burrell,: William Eu1:>ert, ·
Butler, Ethel ?earl,
Butler, Nellie ·Russell,
Carpentert Olive Myrtle,
Chubb, Geer Blaine,
Chubb, Jr., H~nry Sted~an,
Chubb, Leland Mizell,.
Clark, Neville· Hewett,
Clark, Ro~rt Vree.iandt,
-Clayton, l\'laude Ruby,

Gr. Sch. A, Art, ·
.New York, N. Y . ..
Prep. IIL ~ Art,
. . . .· .
Westville
Nor.~
Waid9
Belpre; Ohio
Spec.,
.
·w inter Park
Col. III., Bu$.,
Gr-. Sch.,
-Chicago, Ill:
Gr. Sch.,
.Chicago, · Ill ..
..
. ..
Prep. I.,
Maitland
Brazil, Ind.
Spec., Mus~, Art> Gr~ Sch.,
.·
Ishpeming, Mi¢h: · ..
Mu_s .,
. .•
Winter Park_·
.Lake· Howell
Prep.- V.,
· Lake Howell
Prep~ III~,
· Tarpon· Springs
Spec., Art,
·
Keysville
Bus.? Art,
Winter·Par)c
.
Spec.,
Gr.-Sch. A, Mus.,
Cortlan4, ~. Y .·
Cortland, N ~ Y. ·
Prep. III.,
Cortland, N. _Y.
Prep. III.~.Orlando
- Bus.,
P .r ep~ 1r1., Bus.,
Oxfot:d
Gr. _Sch . .B,
~Vinter Park
- Art,
. Orlando
.. Prep. IV-:, .
. -. Or~ndo
Winter. Park
G,r. Sch.: B,
·winter Park ,
Bus. ,·
Winter 'Park
Gr. Sc~. B,
·-. Dayto~a
Prep~ IV., Bus., ·
A4rian, Mich.
Spec:,
Orlando-·
Nor.. , ·Bus.,
..
r

.
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'\Vinter Park
Coan, Emma Blake, .
Prep. IV., Mus.,
Winte!" Par~
Coan, Walter Nathaniel,
Gr. $ch. B.,
Adrian, Mich.
Colvin, Hervey Adolf,
Prep. II., Art,
Forest City
Cooley, P.ina May,
M~s.,
Alta·monte Springs
Coombs; Marion Foss,
Mus.,
Galesburg,
Coulson, Craig Gordon,
Prep. I.,
Grand Rapids. ·Minn .
. Cox, Emily Ellis,
Gr. Sch. B,
Grand Rapids, Minn.
Cox, Robert Clark,
Prep~ III.,
Gale_s burg: Ill.
Crocker, Leslie George,
Bus.,
OrlandoCrowder, Nathan Leroy~
Prep. I.,
Hawt_h orn
Crumpacker, Lauretta Arminta, Nor.,
Winter ·Park
Dale . John Harold,
. Col. III.,
Winter Park
Dale, Percy,
Prep. IV. , Bus.,
·- Clearwater
Davey, Joiln Robert,
Prep. TV.,
Oz-ark,
_Ala.
Davis,. Daniel Sherrod,
Nor., .
,vinter-Park
Denning, Girard North, .
Gr. Sch. A,
Winter Park
Detwiler, Harris Solomon,
Gr. Sch. B,
Avon .Par:k
Deyoe. Ilse Matilda,
Nor., B~s.,
Auburndale
Dickey, Ida Florence Gertrude, Nor ..
Orlando
Dickson, Harry Nelson,
Bus., _
Tampa
Dreyer, Emma Nancy,
Col. I.,
Sanfo_rd
Dunn, Gertrude Hardin,
Prep. II., 1\-Ius., Art, ·
Orlando
Empie") John _F reeman,
Prep. III.,
Philadelphia,
· Pa.
Evans, Sydney.
Prep. V.,
"\¥inter Park
Evernden, Hans Ford,
Prep. IV.,
\.Vinter Park
Evernden: Mary,
Gr. Sch. B,
,vinter
Park
"' Evernden, Ralph Littlefield,
Prep. V ,- Mus.,
_1iami
Faris, Paul Patton,
Col. I;II. , l'v1us.,
Orlando
Fenety• Jean Steadmau,
lVIns .•
\Vinter Park
Ford, Emma Gertrude
Spec., Mus.,
\tVinter Park
Ford, John Howard Hubert,
Gr. Sch. A,
Winter Park
Ford, l\ilarjorie Buff,
Gr. Sch. R,
Winter Park
.Ford, Ruth Curlet,
· Mus .•
Frazer, Guy Henry,
Prep. IV.,
_Key \Vest
Havana
_Fuentes, Arm a ndo Fra_ncisco, Spec. , Bus.,
Havana ·
Fuentes Cecilio,
Spec., Bus.,
Garcia, . Bonifacio,
Spec.,
rort Tampa City
Giles, LeRoy Bartlett,
Prep. II.,
Orlando
Gladwin , Susan Tyler,
Col. IV .•
Titusville
l\tlt. Dora
Gleason, George Rufus,
Prep .III.,
Gonzalez, Eulogio,
•Bus., Mus.,
Havana, Cuba
Gonzalez, Francisca,
Spec., Mus.,
Havana, Cuba
Gonzalez, Jacin_to,
Spec., Mus. ,
Havan~. Cuba
Gon zalez, Tri11idad,
Spec.·, 1'{us., .
Havana, Cuba
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-Gove, Worthen Augustus,
-Guernsey, Mary Seymoure,
Guild, Clara Louise, . .
Hardaway, Mary Atle:n,
Harmon, Arnold Woodbury,

Prep. IV.,
Prep. III.., Mus..

Harris, Franc:es,

Mus.,

•

Mus_.,
Prep. IV.,
Prep. III., .
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Daytona
Orlando
Winter Park
Longwood
Pomona

Orlando

Ha~away, William Byron,
Prep. III.,
Westville
Heath, Charlotte May, .
Prep. III., Mus., _
Arlington, .N. J.
Henkel, Fannie,
Col. ·1.,
· Winter Park
. Howe, Georgia Lawrence,
Art,· .
Oriando
Huffstetler, Daisy, ·
Mus.,
Orlando
Hunter, Lola Hazel,
Gr. Sch. A, ·
Wiuter Park
Hunter, Pearl,
Gr. Sch. A,
~inter· ~ark
Ives, Agnes;
Gr. Sch. B, .
Orlando
Ives, Marion Butt,
Prep. Ill.,
Orlando
Jackson, Helen Wilbur,
Prep. IV., Mus.,
Winter Park
Jameson, Mabel Frances,
Nor., Art,
Tangerine
Jenkins. Albert Napier,
Bus.,
Palatka
Jones, Bertha,
· Prep. IV. ,
..
· Orlando
_Jones, Conrad Rodman,
Prep. IV~,
· Starke
Justiz. Carlos Alberto,
Spec·. , Mus., A_rt,
Havana, Cuba
~ M i g u e l Angel,
Spec., Mus. , Art,
Havana, .C1lba
Klingerman, Ralph.
Spec., · ·
Orlando
Knox, William Watson,
Prep. III . ,
Orlando
Lamson, Charles Erwin,
Gr. Sch. A,
· Winter Park
Lam.son, Ida Serena,
.
Gr. Sch. A,
Winter Park
Lawton, Thomas Willingham, Prep. V., Mus.,
Oviedo
Lee, Annie Ethel,
Prep . V.,
Oviedo
Lewton, Jessamine,
Spec., Mus.,
Winter Park
Lincoln,. Anna Marie,
Prep·. V., .
Attbu~dale
Lincoln, Clarence Arthur,
Col. II., Mus.,
Auburndale
Lopez, Julio ~m.ilio!
Spec.,
Ocala
Lopez, Ricardo Angel,
Spec.,
Ocala
Lufriu, Carlos Cesar,
Spec.,
Tampa
Lyn1an, Frederick Clark, .
Gr. Sch: B, Mus. , . Minneapolis, Minn.
Lyman, Louis Atwater,
Col. III.,
·Melbounie
Lyman, Margaret Foster, .
.Gr. Sch. B, Mus., Art, Minneapolis, Minn.
Maxson," Arthur Lyman, .
Col. II.,
Winter Park
...
McDonald, Orville Black, .
Spec., Art, Bus.,
Atlantic
McElroy, Sylvan, •
Prep. III.,
Orlando
McMurray, .Charles Alexander, Prep. IV., Bus.,
Winter Park
·McMurray·, WelbornGoulding, Gr. Scb. A,
Winter-Park
Meriwetber,Elizabeth Douglass,Prep. V.,
-Winter Par.It
Miller, Oliver Joseph,
Prep. IV., Mus.,
Sanford
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Montejo, John Pedro,
Gr. Sch. B, .
. Tampa
Tampa·
- Montejo, Miguel Antonio,
. Gr. Sch. B,
Ta.mpa
.
Morales, Jose,
Sp~c., .
Morales, Ricardo,
Spec.,
T~pa
.
Maitland
Morrison, Delia,
Gr. Sch. A,
•.
Winter Park
Morse, Anthony,
Gr. Sch. B, Mus.,
Winter Park
Morse, Elizabeth,
Prep. I., Mus., Bus.,
_ Winter Park
Morse, Marguerite,
Prep. 11., Mus., Art,
Morse, Oliver Cromwell,
Gi:. Sch.· A; Mus. , ,
Winter ~ar~
West Palm Bea_ch
Moses, Sara. .
Prep. III., Art,
Pasadena
1'{uirhead, Willi~ Hawksworth, Nor.,
Lake Helen
Noble, John Adair,
Prep. III.,
Noble, Samuel Charles, · .
Prep IV.,
Lake Hel.e n
Norton; Christopher Frazine, Spec.,
Merritt .
Orlando
Odiorne, Isabel, : .
Prep. III.,
Daytona
Oliver-Murray, Natalie,
Prep. II.,
_Parks, George Washington,
Prep. II~.,
',
St~art
Titqsvtl~e
Perkins, Beatrice Annie,
Prep. IV., Bus.,
Holyoke, Mass.
Phelps, Winifred Judd,
Art, .
- _Pierce, Ruby E~a,
Gr. Sch. A, ~
Winter Park
Winter Park
Pri~e, Carrie Ashmead,
Col. Iv.,· Mus.,
Winter Park
Price, Gertrude Louise,
Gr.. Sch. B, .
Winter Park·
Price, Jennie,
Spec., Mus.,
•
Price, Tinnie · Lewis,
Prep. V.;
Winter Park
Roberson, Alice Eliza,
Nor.,
Or~ando·
Roberts, Rut'1,
Mus.,. Bus.,
Day~ona
Robertson, Clinton Pahlman, Prep. III.,
Clearwater
Robinson, Charles Henry,
Spec.,
Cleveland, Ohio
Rogers, Lor~n Arthur,
Spec.,
Winier Park
Sadler, Orin Winslow, .
. · Prep. V.,
ML Dora
_Sands,- 'I'hirsa Burr,
Spec.,
Newton\-·ille, Mass.
Saxton, Luella May.
Prep. IV.,
Homeland
Schoyer, ·G eorge,
Spec.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
Schultz, Arthur,
Gr. Sch. B, .
W1nter -Park:
Schultz, Walter Hors~an,
Gr. Sch. A,
Winter P..ark
- Schultz, William Lea,
Gr. Sch. A,
Winter Park
Sears, Berdie Lou,
Prep. II., Mus.,
Orlando
Seaver, Edith Jane,
Gr. Sch. B, .
Winter Park
Self, Horace,
Gr.· Sch. A,
Winter Park .
Simes, Frances,
. .Spec.• Art, · .
Petersham, Mass.
Simes,,· Olive,
Spe~, Mus.,
Petersham, Mass.
Slemons, Jam es . McClure,
. Prep. II.,
o ·r lando
Smith, Annie Tea te, .
Gr. Sch. A, .
Winter Park
'
•
Soto-Navarr<?,, Antonio,
Spec~ Bus.,
HavaJ?-&, Cuba
"'2

.
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.Spec.,- Bus.,
Soto-N~varro, Julio,
Havana, Cuba
Gr. Sch. B, Mus., Art, .
Tann~r, _M ary Cole;
Winooski, Vt.
Thayer, Raymond Otis,
Gr. Sch. A, .
Winter Park
Prep. °I., 13us., · ·
Thayer, "'Rollie· Perklns,
· Winter Park:
Col IV., .
. - Penn Yan; N. V.
Thayer, -s U:satt Nicho_ls,
Thaye·r , Winnifred .Berry,
Gr. Sch. A,
• Winte:r. ·Park
Thomas, Mabelle,. · :
. Glens Falls, 'N ·. ·v._
Spec., Mus_., Art,
Thompson, Hatty Coffin,
Prep~ IV. ,
. . . .
Daytona
·T hompson, Ralph. Wilkes, ·
Winter Park .
Gr. Sch. A,
Winter. J;)ark
Thompson, William Sherman, Gr~ Sch. A,
Prep. IV., Mus.,
Tild~n, Mabel Pauline,
Oakland
Turner, .Williain. Deane,
Prep. II.,
Sanford
Bus.,.
_
U nde~hi-11, Grace Cecilia,
. Orl~do
Spec.,
Underl:,.ill, Jennie May,
.•
Orlando ·
Prep. m.,
Waddell, Jennie Ethel,
.Winter Park
Col. I.,
Philad~lphia, Pa.
Wakelin, Grace yi~toria,
- Winter Park
Ward, Emtna Sprague,
Art., .
. -~ Winter Park
. Gr, _Sch . . A,
War~, .Raymond Orrin,
Duluth, Mi.nn. ·Prep~ IV., Mus., Art,
Washburn, Claude carios,
Mus~,·
·
Lake Jrlaitlattd
Waterhouse, Stella Marie-,
Gr. Sch. B,
Wilcox, Mark Raymond, . ·
C~icago~ iii_
.
Spec.,
Pu~am,
Conn.
.W inslow., Frank .Hammet,
...
Westville
Prep. III., Mus., ~ , .
Woodruff, Annie Elizabeth, .

...
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